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Abstract
The  lifetime has been measured with the OPAL detector at LEP, from analyses using
the impact parameters in decays to single charged tracks, and the decay lengths from
 decays to three charged tracks. The 1991 sample of approximately 12300  -pair events,
of which 70% contain silicon microvertex detector information, has been combined with
a re-analysis of the 5100 events recorded during 1990. The two statistically-independent
determinations give:
(one-prong) = 296:4 7:1(stat) 3:8(sys) fs,
(three-prong) = 286:3 7:4(stat) 5:2(sys) fs.
The weighted average of these results after combination of the uncorrelated systematic
errors is:


= 291:9 5:1(stat) 3:1(sys) fs.
(To be submitted to Physics Letters B)
The OPAL Collaboration
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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model of electroweak interactions there exist well-dened relations between
the lifetime of the  lepton, its mass, and its electronic and muonic branching ratios [1]. For
example, the  lifetime, 

, can be predicted from the muon mass and lifetime,m

and 

, and
the  mass, m

, using


= 

 
g

g

!
2

m

m


5
BR( ! 


e
e): (1)
Here g

and g

are the electroweak charged current couplings of the  and  leptons, which are
equal under the assumption of lepton universality. In this case, current experimental determi-
nations of the remaining parameters in equation (1) lead to a discrepancy of more than two
standard deviations between the measured and predicted  lifetimes | the so-called \ decay
puzzle" [2]. Furthermore, this anomaly remains at the same level even with the inclusion of
the new and very precise measurements of the  lepton mass [3, 4]. Were such a discrepancy to
remain even after improved experimental determinations of the  lifetime it could be the signal
for new physics, such as a very massive fourth generation neutrino or the breakdown of lepton
universality.
We present a new measurementof the  lifetime from a direct combination of two statistically
independent techniques applied to the combined 1990 and 1991 OPAL data samples, which
supercedes the previously published OPAL result for the 1990 data [5]. The rst method is
based on the impact parameter distribution of one-prong  decay tracks, while the second
measures the decay length of three-prong  decay vertices. In addition we include the result of
a novel lifetimemeasurement technique based on the 1-3  decay topology, which is independent
of beam spot information. A brief description of the OPAL detector is followed by discussions
of the event selection,  -pair Monte Carlo, and determination of the beam position and size.
The one-prong, three-prong, and 1-3 lifetime measurements are then described. We conclude
with the combined result and a discussion of its implications for the  decay puzzle.
2 The OPAL detector
OPAL is an e
+
e
 
experiment collecting data at center-of-mass energies near the Z
0
peak,
p
s ' 91:16 GeV. Approximately 78% of the data used in these analyses were collected at
the nominal peak energy, with the remainder being collected during energy scans within a
few GeV of the peak energy. A complete description of the OPAL detector is found in refer-
ences [6, 7]. We describe briey the aspects of the detector pertinent to this analysis. The
coordinate system is dened so that the z-axis follows the electron beam direction and the
x-y plane is perpendicular to it with the x-axis lying horizontally in the plane of the LEP ring.
The polar angle  is dened relative to the +z-axis, while the azimuthal angle  is dened
relative to the +x-axis. The radius, r, is the distance from the z-axis.
The portion of the central tracking system common to all data sets comprises a precision
vertex chamber, jet chamber and z-chambers. The cylindrical vertex drift chamber consists of
36 azimuthal sectors each having 12 axial wires, at equally-spaced radial intervals from 10.3 cm
3
to 16.2 cm, and 6 stereo wires, at radii from 18.8 cm to 21.3 cm. The stereo wires are canted
by 4

to provide z information. The detector has multiple hit capability, with spatial resolutions
of 50 m and 90 m for the rst and subsequent hits on the anode wires, respectively. The
large-volume jet drift chamber contains 159 layers of axial anode wires, each providing hit
resolutions of about 130 m in the r- plane. The z-chambers provide accurate z-coordinate
measurements in the barrel region of the detector, j cos j < 0:72. The central tracking chambers
are contained in a 4 bar pressure vessel immersed in a solenoidal magnetic eld of 0.435 T. The
impact parameter resolution achieved for 45 GeV/c -pair and Bhabha events is 40 m using
the drift chambers alone. Time-of-ight counters and a lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter
are located beyond the coil. The electromagnetic calorimeter system provides coverage over
nearly the full solid angle, for j cos j  0:98. Hadron calorimeter and muon detection systems
are located beyond the electromagnetic calorimeter.
A 1.4 mm-thick carbon ber beam pipe of 7.8 cm radius was in place for the 1990 LEP run.
For the 1991 run a high precision silicon microvertex detector [7] surrounding a 5.3 cm-radius
beryllium-composite beam pipe was inserted into the carbon ber pipe. The silicon detector
was operational for 73% of the data collected in 1991. The detector provides two layers of silicon
strip readout in the r- plane. The two layers are formed by concentric polygons of detector
\ladders" at radii of 6.1 and 7.5 cm. The inner layer has 11 ladders, and the outer has 14.
Each ladder comprises 629 channels at a readout pitch of 50 m, in an active width of slightly
more than 3 cm and active length of 18 cm. This corresponds to an acceptance of j cos j  0:8.
Within this acceptance, the probability for tracks in  -pair events to contain at least one
silicon hit, including dead channel ineciencies, is 90%. The intrinsic detector resolution is
about 5 m [7]. However, alignment uncertainties within OPAL currently limit the space-point
resolution to about 12 m. When combined with the angle and curvature information provided
by the central drift chambers this results in an impact parameter resolution of 18 m in -pair
and Bhabha events.
3 The -pair data selection and Monte Carlo simulation
The OPAL detector recorded 7 pb
 1
integrated luminosity during 1990, and 14 pb
 1
dur-
ing 1991. Tau-pair events were selected by requiring two collimated, back-to-back low mul-
tiplicity jets. Full details of the selection are given elsewhere [8], and we give here only a
general overview of the cuts. Events were required to have the event thrust axis lying within
the detector acceptance, j cos 
thrust
j < 0:9, with a visible energy less than 80% of the center-
of-mass energy. The maximum allowed number of charged tracks was 7, and the maximum
number of charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters combined was 16. The multiplicity cuts
aid in rejecting multihadronic events. The event total energy was used to reject Bhabha and
two-photon backgrounds, and cosmic rays were rejected with time-of-ight information. Events
with visible energy greater than 60% of the center-of-mass energy which contained two tracks
identied as muons were rejected as -pair candidates.
The initial selection found 17553 candidates in the full data sample. The lifetime analyses
require good beam position information according to the algorithm described in the following
section, which resulted in the rejection of 149 of these events. The remaining sample contained
4
17404  -pair candidates, of which 5107 came from the 1990 data and 12297 came from the
1991 data.
Data used in the lifetime analyses were subjected to further cuts intended to reduce the rel-
evant backgrounds for each sample. For the one-prong analysis the acoplanarity angle between
the summedmomentum vectors of the event hemispheres, as dened by the plane perpendicular
to the thrust axis, was required to exceed 2 mrad, in order to reduce the contributions from
-pair, Bhabha, and two-photon events. The tracks from one-prong decays were then required
to have: 1) at least 6 axial-layer vertex chamber hits, or at least one silicon detector hit, 2)
at least half the geometrically possible number of hits in the central jet chamber, and 3) track
impact parameter error, including the beam size contribution, of less than 0.1 cm. The 0.6% of
events in which the two  candidates appeared to decay into single tracks of the same measured
charge were rejected. A total of 25579 tracks remained after all the selection cuts, of which
7537 (29.5%) came from the 1990 data, 7148 (27.9%) came from the 1991 data without silicon
hits on the tracks, and 10894 (42.6%) came from the 1991 data having at least one silicon hit
in the track t.
For the three-prong analysis, multihadron background suppression was provided by a veto
on events which are tagged by the standard OPAL Z
0
! qq event selection described in ref-
erence [8]. According to Monte Carlo studies, these cuts reduce the residual multihadron
contamination by 66%, with a loss of only 2.1% of the  signal. A total of 4677 candi-
date three-prong  decays remained after this selection. Tracks originating from photon
conversions were eliminated with an invariant mass cut of M(e
+
e
 
) < 0:05 GeV=c
2
for two
oppositely-charged tracks with assumed electron masses. This criterion eliminated 567 of the
vertex candidates. Tracks from K
0
! 
+

 
decays were likewise eliminated by a mass cut,
0:473 GeV=c
2
< M(
+

 
) < 0:523 GeV=c
2
, which removed 82 additional vertex candidates.
The total number of three-prong decay candidates remaining for the lifetime measurement was
4028, where 1138 (28.3%) came from the 1990 data, 791 (19.6%) came from the 1991 data
without the silicon detector, and 2099 (52.1%) came from the 1991 data which have silicon
information available.
The background contributions for the one-prong and three-prong decay samples used in the
lifetime analyses were estimated with standard Monte Carlo generator programs [9, 10, 11, 12],
and are shown in Table 1. The OPAL detector response was simulated with a program [13] that
treated in detail the detector material and geometry, as well as the eciencies and responses
of the detector elements. The Monte Carlo tracking resolution was smeared by the additional
amounts needed to bring the impact parameter error distributions into agreement for each of
the detector conguration.
The KORALZ Monte Carlo program, version 3.8 [12], was used for the simulation of
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events at
p
s = 91:160 GeV. The program includes multiple QED hard brems-
strahlung and exponentiation of soft photons from the e
+
e
 
initial state, and single-photon
bremsstrahlung from the nal state fermions. The only applications of the Monte Carlo for the
three-prong analysis involve determination of the slight correction for radiation to the boost
factor, , used to convert the measured decay length into the  lifetime estimation, and
evaluation of a small bias described below. For the one-prong analysis, the Monte Carlo deter-
mines the calibration curve necessary to extract the lifetime from the measured mean impact
parameter. In order to incorporate improvements in determinations of input parameters to
5
KORALZ certain branching fractions, as well as the mass and width of the a
1
resonance [14]
were changed from the program default values. The input  lifetime and mass were set to the
previous world average values of 303.5 fs and 1784 MeV/c
2
, respectively [15]. After the same
acceptance cuts as were applied to the data, the Monte Carlo samples for the 1990 and 1991
detector congurations contained 37826 and 72113 events, respectively.
4 The beam spot determination
The reconstructed beam spot position was used to estimate the  production point. It
was determined using an iterative procedure described in more detail in reference [5]. All the
well-measured tracks from consecutive multihadron and leptonic Z
0
decays were collected until
100 tracks were accumulated. An iterative vertex t was performed. In these iterations, the
track having the largest contribution to the t 
2
was discarded until no track contributed more
than 10 to the total. After combining consistent beam centroid determinations within individual
LEP lls, the precision of determination of the beam coordinates was roughly 15 m in x and
10 m in y.
The horizontal beam spread, 
x
, as determined by the above method was 1575 m for
the data collected during 1990 and 1474 m for the data collected during 1991. The vertical
beam spread, 
y
, was smaller than the typical track impact parameter resolution so the value of
8 m computed from LEP beam optics was used directly. The extent of the production region
was taken as the quadrature sum of the beam spot size and the error on the beam centroid.
The uncertainties in the beam position and size are treated in the systematic error evaluations.
The Monte Carlo data for both the 1990 and 1991 samples were generated with beam widths
(
x
; 
y
) =(157,8) m. The 1991 beam size was rescaled to the value of 
x
= 147 m seen in the
data. The eects of variations in the Monte Carlo beam widths for the one-prong measurement
are discussed in the next section. The three-prong measurement is independent of the Monte
Carlo beam size simulation.
5 Lifetime measurement by impact parameter method
The impact parameter, b, of a  decay track in the x-y plane can be expressed in terms
of the ight length, l
xy
, and the relative azimuthal angle of the track,  , with respect to the
 ight direction as b = l
xy
j sin j. The actual form of the distribution of b resembles an
exponential distribution. However, in this analysis, the  production point is approximated by
the beam centroid, and the ight direction by the charged track thrust axis. The b distribution
becomes smeared by these eects combined with the detector resolution and acquires negative
entries | dened as those in which the track intersects the thrust axis on the opposite side of
the beam centroid, rather than in the thrust hemisphere in which it lies. Only the negative
impact parameters introduced by the use of the thrust axis direction produce a signicant shift
in the mean of the b distribution. The tracking resolution and beam size cause a broadening
of the measured width of the distribution, without appreciably aecting the mean. Although
6
the detailed shape of the detected b distribution is dicult to predict, its signicant positive
shift can be used, by comparison with Monte Carlo prediction, to extract a measurement of
the  lifetime.
In order to avoid the detailed modelling necessary to apply the maximum likelihood method,
to remain insensitive to a few mismeasured tracks, and to make ecient use of the available data
we have obtained the lifetime from a comparison of the trimmed means of the data and Monte
Carlo distributions, i.e. the means of the entries remaining after equal fractions of the highest
and lowest impact parameters have been discarded. A 10% total trim factor was chosen. Values
of the total trim more than about 30% or less than about 1% lead to an increased statistical
error on the trimmed mean, by sheer loss of statistics in the former case and by susceptibility
to uctuations in the sparsely populated tails of the distribution in the latter. The equation
for the statistical error on the trimmed mean given in [5, 16] has been corrected.
1
The correct
formula for the mean-squared uncertainty on the trimmed mean, x
t
, for total trim t is:
s
2
x
t
=
1
N(1   t)
"
s
2
t
+
t
4
 
(x
max
  x
min
)
2
1  t
+ (x
max
  2x
t
+ x
min
)
2
!#
(2)
s
2
t
=
1
N(1  t)
N(1 
t
2
)
X
i=N
t
2
+1
(x
i
  x
t
)
2
; (3)
where N is the total number of the individual measurements, x
i
, and x
min
, x
max
are the
minimum, maximum x
i
values corresponding to the selected trim value.
The measured value of the 10% trimmed mean, x
meas
, gives the lifetime directly from the
Monte Carlo trimmed mean, x
MC
, for a generated lifetime of 
MC
:


= 
MC

x
meas
x
MC
: (4)
Monte Carlo checks on this technique, given in [5], included verication of the linearity and zero-
intercept assumptions implicit in the above equation. The uncertainty from extrapolation was
made negligible by use of a Monte Carlo generator lifetime which is very close to the measured
value. Figure 1 shows the impact parameter distribution for those 1991 data which have
silicon detector information included. The three components of 1990 data, 1991 data without
silicon hits, and 1991 data with silicon-hit tracks were treated separately, and the individual
lifetime measurements were combined. Table 2 shows the results for each component. The
combined weighted average for the one-prong analysis, uncorrected for residual backgrounds,
is 294:0 7:0 fs, where only the statistical error is given. This statistical error contains a small
contribution, of about 2.1 fs in quadrature, due to limited Monte Carlo statistics.
Several checks were made on the stability and internal consistency of the one-prong  lifetime
measurement. The  selection cuts were checked to ensure that no signicant bias to the
measurement results from their application. The data were divided into groups according
to azimuthal angle, j cos 
thrust
j, event visible energy, and number of tracks in the opposite
hemisphere. All results from the various subgroups are consistent. The azimuthal angle check,
1
This correction becomes signicant only at large values of the total trim. For a 10% trim factor, the
corrected formula gives 2.4% statistical error on the trimmed mean, to be compared with the 2.3% predicted
from the uncorrected formula.
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done separately for each of the three data sets, is particularly important in that the eective
impact parameter resolution changes signicantly among the samples due to both the eect of
the LEP beam shape and the change between gas and silicon vertex detectors. The analysis
was repeated including electromagnetic calorimeter information in the thrust axis calculation,
giving results consistent with those using only charged tracks for the thrust axis determination.
The lifetimes obtained from data taken at center-of-mass energies above, below, and on peak
are in agreement.
In that portion of the data with both vertex detectors present, the lifetimes obtained from
the same events analysed with or without the silicon information are in good agreement. Be-
cause the width of the impact parameter distribution is dominated by the horizontal size of the
beamspot, the improvement in the tracking resolution from the addition of the silicon hits re-
sults in only a modest gain in the statistical precision of the combined measurement, with 2.6%
statistical error on the result without silicon, and 2.4% error if silicon information is included.
An impact parameter analysis using tracks from three-prong decays was performed as a
check. The same quality cuts as described in the  -pair event selection above were used to
select tracks from three-prong decay candidates. Comparison of the trimmed mean for these
distributions with the corresponding Monte Carlo predictions produces the result 297:310:9 fs,
where only the statistical error is given. This value is consistent both with the one-prong
impact parameter measurement and the decay length measurement described in the following
section. Because this determination of the lifetime from three-prong decays is less precise
than the result from the decay length measurement, and also for simplicity of combination of
the otherwise statistically-independent one-prong and three-prong lifetime determinations, this
result is considered only as a check and is not used in the nal measurement.
Several sources of systematic uncertainty have been evaluated. All resolution eects such as
beamspot size uncertainty, vertex detector calibration and track resolution aect the width of
the signed impact parameter distribution but do not appreciably shift the mean. However, al-
though the trimmedmean is found to be rather stable under variations of the impact parameter
resolution, slight dierences between the shapes of the data and Monte Carlo impact parameter
distributions can cause systematic shifts in the lifetime. The eect of a shape dierence is a
smooth change in the measured lifetime as the trim factor is varied. The variation of 1.1% in
the measured lifetime when the trim factor was varied over the 1% to 30% range is taken as the
systematic error arising from the combined eects of detector resolution, beam position and
beam size uncertainties.
In addition several direct checks of beam and detector resolution eects have been carried
out. A change of 25 m in both the x and y beam centroid positions changed the lifetime by
0.1%. Increasing the horizontal beam width by 10 m gave a 0.5% change. The component
of the impact parameter resolution due to track reconstruction was varied by 10% in the
Monte Carlo, equivalent to roughly two times the uncertainty with which the data and Monte
Carlo tracking resolution are matched, with less than 0.1% change in the lifetime. Each of
these measurements corresponds to the variation of a dierent component of the overall impact
parameter resolution. The error obtained above from varying the trim factor is taken to include
these eects.
Eects of biases in the thrust axis direction due to possible detector miscalibrations were
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measured by applying a Gaussian smearing to the thrust axis  direction.
2
The width of this
smearing, 0.5 mrad, corresponds to an amount several times the angular resolution in . The
resulting shift in the measured lifetime, 0.1%, is assigned as a systematic error.
Uncertainty in the branching fractions of the various  decay modes leads to a systematic
uncertainty in the overall trimmed mean for the Monte Carlo. Each decay mode branching
ratio was varied by twice its current world average uncertainty, to allow for extra shifts in their
values to compensate the  one-prong branching fraction anomaly [15]. The maximum eect
arises from variation of BR( ! (K

)

), with a current world average of 24:4  0:6%. This
leads to a systematic error contribution on the lifetime determination of 0.7%. Variations of
the assumed mass and width of the a
1
resonance had no eect on the measured lifetime. The
mean impact parameter is invariant under the small dierence in  masses between the value
used in Monte Carlo generation and the recent measurements [3, 4].
As shown in Table 1, a background of 1:51 0:51% combined Bhabha, -pair, two-photon,
and multihadron tracks remains in the one-prong sample. Although these are expected to
have zero average impact parameters, the trimmed mean cut points as determined by the
predominant  signal are asymmetric about zero, and so induce a non-zero trimmed mean from
the background component. The mean values obtained by applying the same 10% trim window
from the data distribution to Monte Carlo background samples were 15:1  4:6 m for the -
pair component, and 25:8 6:9 m for the two-photon component. These contaminations have
trimmed means less than that of the  signal, leading to an upward correction for the measured
lifetime based on the relative proportion of each source remaining in the nal trimmed mean
sample. This correction is +0:82  0:28%, where the systematic error is estimated by varying
the background fraction within the uncertainty given in Table 1.
In summary, the following systematic errors are assigned:
Variation of trim factor
(includes detector resolution and beam size eects) 1:1%
Monte Carlo decay mode branching ratios 0:7%
Thrust axis direction biases 0:1%
Background fractions 0:3%
Total systematic error: 1:3%
The nal result for the one-prong measurement of the lifetime is then

1
= 296:4  7:1 (stat)  3:8 (sys) fs . (5)
2
The impact parameter, measured in the x-y plane, is independent of track  information.
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6 Lifetime measurement by the decay length method
The decay length measurement is an attempt to determine the true  ight distance from
three-prong decays. Thrust hemispheres containing exactly three tracks of total charge 1 were
selected, and the tracks were tted to a common vertex in the x-y plane. A total of 4028 such
vertices were reconstructed from the full 1990 and 1991 data samples. As for the one-prong
measurement, estimates of the production point and the  ight direction were taken from
the average beam position and the charged track thrust axis, while the reconstructed vertex
of the three charged tracks measured the actual  decay position. These components were
then combined in a best t for the x-y projection of the decay length. The three-dimensional
decay length and its error were formed by using the thrust axis polar angle. The decay lengths
were normalized to a reference center-of-mass energy
p
s = 91:160 GeV, including initial state
radiation correction factors, determined from the Monte Carlo, for each center-of-mass energy
used during scans about the Z
0
peak. A maximum likelihood t was applied to give the most
probable decay length and its uncertainty, which was then converted into a lifetime measure-
ment.
The measurement of the reconstructed vertex position can be quite susceptible to systematic
errors arising from detector miscalibrations. Since the original OPAL  lifetime publication [5],
an improved correction has been developed for adjusting the positions of hits which follow the
initial hit recorded on a particular vertex drift chamber anode wire. The new correction for
secondary hits accounts for the ionization caused by all tracks passing through the detector
between a previous hit and the anode plane, including those tracks which follow too closely
in time behind a preceding track to register hits in the vertex chamber. In addition, the
sensitivity of the decay length analysis to details of multi-hit corrections has been signicantly
reduced, by requiring at least two of the three tracks of the vertex to be \well-measured".
Here, well-measured tracks are either those which include more rst hits in the vertex drift
chamber than secondary hits, or which contain at least one silicon microvertex detector hit.
The vertices selected by this criterion are in fact those which give the smallest decay length
uncertainties. The addition of this quality cut entails a large loss of eciency in the data
taken before installation of the silicon detector, in which case only 40% of the vertices are
selected. However, for the data with silicon present, the cut is nearly 90% ecient. This
increase in eciency is more important for improving the statistical precision of the decay
length measurement than the enhanced resolution provided by the silicon detector: for samples
of exactly the same number of events the addition of silicon hits in the tracking reduces the
statistical error from the t by just 8%, to a value approaching the theoretical minimum, l
0
=
p
N ,
attainable with unlimited precision.
After imposing the requirement that at least two of the three tracks of the vertex be well-
measured, 2609 vertices (65%) remained. A cut of 1% on the vertex t probability rejected
a further 497 (15%) of these vertices with suspected reconstruction errors. The narrow open-
ing angles of  decays at Z
0
energies, which average 90 mrad, lead to error ellipses from the
vertex ts having high aspect ratios. The error matrix components of the selected vertices
along/perpendicular to the thrust axis averaged 1600/60 m in the data without silicon track-
ing, and 1150/30 m in the data with silicon vertex detector information available.
In order to reduce the uncertainty on the measured  decay length and to discriminate
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against poorly-reconstructed decays, the two-dimensional decay vertex and error ellipse were
combined with the beam spot position and size and with the thrust axis direction constraint in
a least-squares t to determine the most probable  ight length and its error [5]. A probability
cut of 1% was imposed for the t, resulting in a 5% reduction of the sample size to a total
of 2212 decay length measurements. The two-dimensional decay length errors from this t
are about 7% less than the major axis of the vertex error ellipse stated above. However, the
projection to three dimensions increases the decay length errors to an average of 1900 m in
the data with drift chamber tracking only, and 1300 m in the data which have silicon vertex
chamber information.
The distribution of decay lengths was taken to be the convolution of an exponential with
Gaussian resolution functions of widths equal to the decay length errors. The probability of
observing a single decay of length l
i
and uncertainty 
i
is
P (l
i
; 
i
; l
0
; s
0
) =
1
l
0
s
0

i
p
2
Z
1
0
e
 x=l
0
e
 
(x l
i
)
2
2s
2
0

2
i
dx
=
1
2l
0
exp
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s
2
0
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2
0
 
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i
l
0

erfc

1
p
2
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s
0

i
l
0
 
l
i
s
0

i

; (6)
where in addition to the parent decay length l
0
, a scale factor s
0
for the decay length errors,

i
, was included as a t variable. This scale factor provides an allowance for the possibility
that the decay length errors were incorrectly estimated. The maximum likelihood t minimizes
the negative sum of the log of the probabilities for all decay lengths and errors. Because
this method is sensitive to decay lengths in the far tails of the distribution a window cut of
 1:0 cm < l
i
< +2:0 cm was applied, which eliminated 0.5% of the decay length candidates. A
renormalization factor for the probability function accounts for the reduced range of the decay
length in the above integral [17, 18]. Finally, a cut of 
i
< 0:6 cm was applied to the decay
length errors, which eliminated 1.1% of decays which have relatively poor resolving power for
the maximum likelihood t.
A total of 2048 decay length measurements survived all the cuts. The contributions from
1990 data, and 1991 data, with and without the silicon detector available, are given in Table 3.
Approximately 68% of the full sample came from the data with the silicon vertex detector.
The decay lengths and error scaling factors for the separate ts are also given in Table 3. The
overall weighted average decay length is
l
0
= 0:2161  0:0057 cm : (7)
The overall result can also be obtained from a single maximum likelihood t to the combined
set of 2048 vertices, which is shown in the distribution of Figure 2. The average decay length
resulting from this t, 0:2162  0:0057 cm, agrees quite well with the result obtained by a
weighted average of the tted decay lengths from the three component data sets. The result of
the single t is illustrated by the overlaid curve of Figure 2. The tted average decay length is
converted to a measured lifetime by scaling according to the reference energy and the  mass.
From the relationship l
0
= c

, using the weighted average of the two recent high-precision
mass determinations [3, 4], m

= 1776:9  0:5 MeV/c
2
, there results


= (1301:4 fs/cm)  l
0
: (8)
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At this point, before the corrections described below, the lifetime from the three-prong vertices
is 281:2  7:4 fs.
Checks were performed, dividing the data into subsets according to the  direction azimuthal
and polar angle, vertex and decay length t probabilities, three-prong charge, and number of
tracks in the opposite hemisphere. The decay lengths from all subsets are consistent. The
maximum likelihood window cut was varied within the range [ 3:0;+3:0] cm, with consistent
results for all choices of window. For tracks with silicon hits, test ts were done in which the r-
covariance matrix elements of the tracks extrapolated from the drift chambers into the silicon
detector were increased by factors up to 1.6, the maximum estimated scaling factor for these
elements, to check for the eects of improper weighting of tracks in the outer detectors relative
to the silicon hits. No trends were observed. Measurements using electromagnetic calorimeter
information in the thrust axis determination, or with an event axis determined by the summed
momentum vector of the three charged tracks produce statistically consistent results.
In order to address the possibility of pattern recognition mistakes in dense track environ-
ments leading to a bias towards longer measured lifetimes [19], the decay length was measured
as a function of both the minimum and maximum separations between tracks of the three-
prong decay vertex. No systematic trend to higher decay lengths with smaller opening angles
is evident in either the divisions by minimum track separation or in the divisions by maximum
opening angle.
Systematic error contributions from several sources have been estimated. Residual calibra-
tion uncertainties from the multi-hit corrections are greatly reduced by the \two good track"
requirement. We estimate an uncertainty of 0.2% from this source. Uncertainties in vertex
drift chamber calibration constants are due to the eect of a 0.08% uncertainty in the drift
velocity, which leads to a 0.5% systematic error in the decay length. The eects of tracks pass-
ing through the highly nonlinear drift velocity region near the anodes are taken into account
by including as a systematic error the 0.8% shift in the result which is observed when vertices
containing such tracks are excluded. The quadrature sum of these eects is 1.0%.
Silicon microvertex detector alignment uncertainties were studied in the course of determin-
ing its calibration constants. Residual uncertainties are estimated by introducing incoherent
shifts of 100 m in the nominal radial positions of each ladder, and by coherent shifts of 50 m.
These eects contribute 0.7% and 0.4% uncertainty, respectively, in the data with silicon de-
tector information. The eect of varying the silicon intrinsic resolution from 10 m to 20 m
is a 0.4% change in the measured decay length. After scaling for the two-thirds proportion of
data with silicon information present, the quadrature sum of all three eects is 0.6%.
The eect of the photon conversion nding eciency was checked by use of alternative
conversion nding schemes having eciencies of up to 75% higher than the algorithm used in
this analysis. No systematic shift in the lifetime as a function of the conversion nding eciency
is observed. The results of all conversion rejection schemes, including no rejection at all, are
consistent within their 1.2% statistical uncertainties, and the maximum observed variation of
0.6% is taken as a systematic error.
Eects of systematic shifts in the thrust axis determination have been investigated by includ-
ing systematic shifts in the  and  track parameters used in the decay length determination.
The inclusion of up to eight times the tracking  uncertainty produces no change in the result.
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The shift observed as a result of coherently shifting the track -values by an amount equivalent
to their typical precision of determination leads to a maximum bias estimate from this source
of 0.4%.
Variations in the beam spot position and size have been examined for their eect on the
measurement. An allowance is made for shifts of up to 25 m in both the x- and y-centroid
positions. This leads to a 0.5% uncertainty in the tted decay length. Variations of up to 10 m
in the horizontal beam width were investigated, giving rise to a 0.3% change in the result. The
combination of the two eects contributes 0.6% to the systematic uncertainty.
The background contamination was checked directly by processing Monte Carlo multihadron
events through the same analysis chain as the data. The estimated background remaining in
the maximum likelihood t sample is 0:40:4%. This component is taken to have zero average
decay length, giving rise to a correction of +0.4% for the lifetime, together with a systematic
uncertainty of the same amount. This uncertainty is due almost entirely to the uncertainty
with which such low-multiplicity events are modelled in the Monte Carlo.
The corrections for the measured decay length due to initial state radiation were determined
with Monte Carlo data samples to an uncertainty of 0:1%, which is taken as a systematic
error contribution.
A small bias is created upon introduction of the 1% probability cut for the decay length t,
which is a result of the use of a rigid thrust axis constraint when combining the tted vertex and
error ellipse with the beam position and envelope. The undetected neutrino naturally causes
some small deviation of the thrust axis from the true  ight direction, of average 15 mrad.
Because of this, longer-lived  vertices become more susceptible to failing the probability cut.
This eect is especially pronounced in horizontally-lying decays, where the dimensions of both
the beam and vertex error ellipses perpendicular to the thrust axis direction are very small.
The magnitude of the eect is evaluated in the Monte Carlo, leading to a correction factor of
+1:4  1:0%. The 1.0% uncertainty encompasses the uncertainty on the bias from this eect
and from other potential sources of bias which are simulated by the Monte Carlo.
The systematic errors are summarized as follows:
Vertex drift chamber calibration 1:0%
Silicon detector alignment 0:6%
Conversion nding eciency 0:6%
Thrust axis direction biases 0:4%
Beam position and size variations 0:6%
Multihadron background fractions 0:4%
Radiative corrections 0:1%
Measurement biases 1:0%
Total systematic error: 1:8%
The nal result for the three-prong measurement of the lifetime is then

3
= 286:3  7:4 (stat)  5:2 (sys) fs . (9)
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A separate analysis was performed using only those three-prong decays in which at least one
microvertex detector hit is associated with each track. This analysis serves as an independent
check of the three-prong measurement, and as an additional check on possible systematic eects
arising in the outer tracking chambers.
The event selection and analysis procedure were similar to those described above, resulting
in 1291 three-prong decays in which all tracks have at least one silicon hit. The  -decay vertex
was found by a 
2
minimization involving the three tracks as determined by the central jet
and vertex chambers, together with the distance of all silicon hits to these tracks, subject
to the constraint that the tracks originated from a common decay vertex. This method was
chosen because it allowed the eects of the silicon microvertex detector and of the gas tracking
chambers to be studied separately. Multiple scattering eects were included in the t.
The reconstructed vertices were combinedwith the  direction as determined by the summed
momentum of the three charged tracks of the decay, and the beam position and envelope in
a best t for the decay length and its error. The decay lengths and errors were converted to
three-dimensional quantities using the three-prong summed-momentum polar angle. The same
radiative corrections and center-of-mass energy corrections as described above were applied,
and the resulting decay lengths were subjected to a maximum likelihood t. No decay length
window cuts were applied for this t. A total of 867 vertices passed the probability and decay
length error cuts, with a result
l
0
= 0:2201  0:0080 cm; s
0
= 1:01  0:05 : (10)
Systematic error eects similar to those outlined above were evaluated. After transforming
the decay length by the overall scale factor given above, the lifetime measured by the second
three-prong analysis is

SI
3
= 288:5  12:0 (stat)  6:7 (sys) fs. (11)
The larger systematic error relative to that given above is due to a greater sensitivity to silicon
alignment eects, associated with the requirement that all three tracks have silicon hits.
This result is in agreement with the previous three-prong decay length lifetimemeasurement.
However, it is not used in the nal lifetime determination because of the large overlap of the
sample with that analysis and its larger statistical error.
7 Lifetime measurement in 1-3 -pair decays
An independent check to both the one-prong and three-prong analyses was performed using
a novel technique which is independent of beam position information. This technique has been
applied only to the subset of data with silicon tracking available.
Within the 1-3  -pair decay topology, we rst dene variables as illustrated in Figure 3a.
Working only in the x-y plane, the displacement vector
~
d
13
is taken from the three-prong
decay vertex to the point of closest approach of the one-prong decay track. Assuming the two
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 particles are back-to-back, the magnitude of
~
d
13
relates to the sum of the  decay lengths,
l
1
and l
3
as
j
~
d
13
j = (l
1
+ l
3
) sin j sin
1
j; (12)
where  is the polar angle of the event and 
1
is the opening angle of the one-prong decay
momentum vector with respect to the true  ight direction.
Because the angular opening 
1
is not directly observable, the acoplanarity angle, ,
dened as the azimuthal dierence between the one-prong and summed three-prong momentum
vectors, ~p
1
and ~p
3
, is introduced. The facts that 
1
is small, and that the rms deviation of 
is dominated by that of 
1
rather than that of 
3
(the angular opening of ~p
3
with respect to
its parent  ight direction), lead to the relations: sin
1
 
1
 . For a given value of
sin  , with (l
1
+ l
3
) replaced by twice the average decay length, one obtains for an ensemble
of 1-3  -pair decays:
h
13
i  2c

sin   ; (13)
where 
13
is a signed impact parameter, having the same magnitude j
~
d
13
j but using the sign of
the z-projection of
~
d
13
 ~p
1
, and the sign of  is correspondingly taken from the z-projection
of ~p
1
~p
3
. This equation can be considered as a linear function of the average impact parameter
with respect to a new variable X  2c sin , with the  lifetime entering directly as the
slope. A similar technique has been introduced for extracting the lifetime from 1-1  decays [20].
In that case, the dierence of one-prong impact parameters is used to eliminate the dependence
on the poorly estimated  ight direction in 1-1  decays. The beam spot uncertainty, how-
ever, contributes doubly to the measured quantity in the analysis and degrades the statistical
precision as a result.
Tau-pair events were selected as described above. After removal of photon conversions,
candidate 1-3  -pair decays were required to have silicon hits on the one-prong decay track,
and at least two of the three-prong decay tracks. The 
2
probability of the tted three-prong
decay vertex was required to be greater than 1%. After these cuts, 1224 1-3  -pair decay
candidates remained.
The decay signed impact parameters, 
13
, were then binned in X, and for each bin the
10% trimmed mean and error were calculated as described above in the impact parameter
measurement. The resulting distribution is shown in Figure 3b, together with a t to the linear
form Y = AX + B. Since the tted B =  0:4  2:9 m is consistent with zero, the t was
redone with variable slope only giving A = 241:7  9:3 fs. This result must then be corrected
for the assumption sin
1
 , as well as for the eect of trimming. A calibration curve was
constructed from Monte Carlo  data generated with various input  lifetimes. Comparison of
the lifetimes obtained by the method with the input generator values gives the linear calibration
factor, a  

(t)=

(input) = 0:82820:0090. Applying this calibration factor to A yields the
result 

= 291:9  11:2 fs.
This method has been evaluated for potential biases in the measured lifetime. Three eects
cause signicant shifts which are applied to nd the nal measurement: the residual multi-
hadronic background results in a shift of +0:2 0:1 %; impact parameter resolution modelling,
+0:3  0:2 %; and the energy dependence of radiative corrections, +0:1 0:1 %.
Systematic errors include those arising from uncertainties in the Monte Carlo used to extract
the calibration factor, and detector eects similar to those evaluated for the three-prong decay
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length analysis. These are summarized as:
Three-prong decay modelling uncertainties 0:5%
One-prong branching ratios 0:1%
Thrust axis direction biases 0:4%
Tau polarization and radiation 0:3%
Photon conversion, K
0
rejection 0:1%
Silicon detector alignment 1:5%
Impact parameter resolution 0:2%
Multihadron background fractions 0:1%
Monte Carlo statistics 1:1%
Total systematic error: 2:0%
The nal result for the lifetime using the 1-3  -pair decays is then

13
= 293:4  11:2 (stat)  5:8 (sys) fs . (14)
This result is consistent with both the one-prong and three-prong measurements. Because of
its overlap with the data used for both those measurements, it is presented here as a check on
those results and is not considered in determining the nal value for the lifetime. In future
measurements, this technique may become more useful if limitations on the precision due to
the beam size or location estimation become greater than those arising from the limitations of
detector resolution.
8 Summary
After combining the statistical and systematic uncertainties for each of the one-prong and
three-prong analyses in quadrature, the weighted average lifetime from (5) and (9) is:


= 291:9  5:1 (stat)  3:1 (sys) fs. (15)
We have treated the systematic error contributions for the two analyses as uncorrelated. The
background contamination uncertainty is a small eect which is orthogonal between the two
analyses, as seen from Table 1. The thrust axis resolution component of the systematic errors
gives likewise a small contribution to the error in each analysis, and is nearly decoupled between
the analyses in that 1-3  -pair decays contribute only 14% of the tracks used in the one-prong
measurement.
We nd a result which is slightly lower than the current world average 305  6 fs [21].
There is good agreement with other recent  lifetime determinations [22, 23]. Our value in fact
points to a resolution of the discrepancy between the  lifetime, mass, and leptonic branching
ratios. When combined with OPAL measurements of the  leptonic branching fractions [24],
the recent  mass determinations [3, 4], and the assumption of lepton universality, equation (1)
predicts a lifetime 

= 283:0  7:5 fs, in agreement with our result. Equation (1) can also be
rewritten as a test of lepton universality. In this case we nd
g

g

= 0:985  0:017; (16)
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consistent with the lepton universality hypothesis.
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Tables
one-prong three-prong
data number 25579 4028
multihadrons (%) 0:06 0:30 0:40  0:40
back- e
+
e
 
(%) 0:14 0:28 0
grounds 
+

 
(%) 0:81 0:22 0
two-photon (%) 0:50 0:20 0
total (%) 1:51 0:51 0:40  0:40
Table 1: Numbers of one-prong and three-prong candidates and the percentages of backgrounds,
with their combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.
number trimmed MC trimmed measured
component of tracks mean (m) mean (m) lifetime (fs)
1990 data 7537 45:2  1:9 47:2  0:7 290:7  13:2
1991 without silicon 7148 47:4  2:2 47:6  0:5 302:3  14:5
1991 with silicon hits 10894 44:7  1:5 46:5  0:5 291:9  10:1
combined 25579     294:0  7:0
Table 2: Lifetime measurements from the trimmed means of the three component samples for
the one-prong analysis. Only the statistical errors are given.
no. vertices no. vertices error
component reconstructed in t decay length (cm) scale factor
1990 data 1138 387 0:237  0:016 1:081  0:070
1991 pre-silicon 791 264 0:209  0:017 1:262  0:084
1991 with silicon 2099 1397 0:2135  0:0065 0:990  0:038
combined 4028 2048 0:2161  0:0057  
Table 3: Lifetime measurements from the decay lengths of the three component samples and
the combined sample for the three-prong analysis. Only the statistical errors are given.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Impact parameter distribution for the 1991 data with silicon information present, in
linear and log scales. Arrows indicate the cut points for the 10% trimmedmean. The histogram
shows the Monte Carlo prediction for a lifetime of 303 fs.
Figure 2: Decay length distribution for the combined 1990 plus 1991 data set, where infor-
mation from the silicon microvertex detector is included when available. The overlaid curve
indicates the result of a global maximum likelihood t for the average  decay length.
Figure 3: Illustration of the parameter denitions for the 1-3  decay lifetime measurement,
upper diagram. The lower plot gives the 10% trimmed mean of the signed impact parameter,
as a function of the variable X, dened in the text, together with the result of a linear t.
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